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TAMIL NADU

1. Kalam‟s brother celebrates 103rd birthday
2. Palaniswami inaugurates first PET Scan at a
government hospital in Madurai
3. Deputy Chief Minister O. Panneerselvam, who will be
undertaking an official visit to the United States
during November 8-17, will receive an award in
Chicago. Instituted by the American Multi Ethnic
Coalition, the award — Rising Star of the Year - Asia
— will be presented to him on November 10.
4. A reading competition for schoolchildren will be held
at four levels, in three stages, from November 2019 to
February 2020 in Tamil Nadu, Puducherry and
Bengaluru, by Ebek Language Laboratories Ltd.
5. Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami on Tuesday
felicitated several sportspersons for their achievements
in international tournaments.
The Chief Minister presented cheques totalling ₹63
lakh to them.
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NATIONAL
1. Asian shooting championship | Indians win eight
medals, but Olympic quota eludes grasp
2. The Press Council of India on Wednesday presented
National Awards For Excellence in Journalism, 2019.
Chairman of Rajasthan Patrika Pvt. Limited Ghulab
Kothari won the Raja Ram Mohan Roy award for his
contribution to journalism. Raj Chengappa, Group
Editorial Director (Publishing) India Today, shares the
award on „Rural Journalism‟ with Dainik Bhaskar
correspondent Sanjay Saini. Shiv Swaroop Awasthi,
reporter Dainik Jagran and Anu Abrahim, sub-editor
Mathrubhumi, won in the “Developmental Reporting”
category.
Krishn Kaushik and Sandeep Singh of Indian Express
won in “Financial Reporting” category for their ICICI
bank fraud series. Ruby Sarkar of Deshbandhu and
Anuradha Mascarenhas was awarded for “gender
based reporting”. Saurabh Duggal of Hindustan Times
won in “sports reporting” category. P.G. Unnikrishnan
and Akhil E.S. of the Mathrubhumi share the
photojournalism award for “single news picture”.
3. Rs 5 crore for safety audit of flyovers in Bangalore
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4. Plea to review Second Judges case order dismissed
5. Strict helmet rule helps reduce accident deaths by 25%
in city(Vizag)
6. Over 18,000 BSNL staff opt for VRS
7. In a bid to sensitise farmers on techniques to reduce
the use of pesticides and develop integrated nutrient
management practices, a field day on Eco Rice was
held at Malagondanahalli in Davangere taluk recently
8. Air pollution web repository, research dating from
1905 launched
9. Debut writers dominate DSC Prize shortlist
10.
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Rs. 25,000-cr. fund to help housing sector
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INTERNATIONAL
1. Sri Lanka issues alert on unusual pollution levels
2. India and Russia on Wednesday agreed to form
specific working groups for aftersales support of key
defence platforms and intensify efforts to finalise a
cooperation programme for 2021-2030.
3. Chinese experts to help in Notre-Dame reconstruction
4. Zimbabwe‟s severe drought killing elephants and
other wildlife
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1. AAI team inspects two sites for second Chennai airport
2. Parandur between Kancheepuram and Arakkonam, and
another site between Mamandur and Cheyyur.
3. Chennai Corporation‟s app to make parking on city streets
a breeze
.Greater Chennai Corporation (GCC)‟s mobile app-based
parking „GCC Smart Parking‟ is ready for roll-out any
time now.
4. Tamil Nadu: Students who don‟t clear Class XII exams not
eligible to get free laptops
5. PM Modi to ministers: No unnecessary Ayodhya talk .
The SC is likely to deliver its verdict on or before
November 17
6. With the temple verdict expected any day now, some are
hoarding food and essentials, while others have begun
shifting women and children out to places they feel are
safe
7. Import norms eased as onions hit Rs 100/kg
8. Will help maintain T-90, Sukhoi arsenal: Russia
9. Govt to insist on traceability of WhatsApp messages
10.
Hyderabad-born Hashmi is first Muslim woman in
Virginia Senate. With this win, she became the first
Muslim-American woman and also the first IndianAmerican to serve in the Virginia Senate.
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11.
Soon, govt portal to tell if a foreign university is
genuine
12.
ICCR organises seminar to mark Guru Nanak
anniversary
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